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Abstract 
Serious games can enhance supply chain education regardless of their delivery format being 
either a low-tech (analogue) or high-tech (digital) game. There is nevertheless a lack of serious 
games for construction supply chain management and the relative learning benefits of both 
types of games remain poorly understood. As studying, deploying and developing such games 
also demand specific resources and efforts, researchers, educators and game designers need to 
weigh their preferences for either a low-tech or high-tech serious game. To provide input for 
such decisions, this paper first develops a high-tech game for construction supply chain 
management based on an existing low-tech version. Through reflecting on the use of both of 
these variants in an exploratory experiment with 43 PhD candidates, it is concluded that 
learning benefits of low-tech and high-tech serious games for construction supply chain 
management are comparable. These insights can help researchers, educators and game 
designers in selecting the most appropriate type of serious game to enhance (construction-
related) supply chain education. 

 

Keywords: construction supply chains; education; serious games 

 

Introduction 
Coordinating activities regardless of functional or corporate boundaries is one of the key 
subjects in supply chain education. This subject is particularly challenging for the construction 
domain due to the convergent, fragmented and instable nature of its supply chains (Vrijhoef & 
Koskela, 2000). Compared to other industries, the construction industry is still lagging behind 
in terms of supply chain practices and efficiency. The typical large quantities of waste are 
mostly caused by poor communication, adversarial contractual relationships, a lack of 
customer-supplier focus, price-based selection and ineffective use of technology (Love, Irani, 
& Edwards, 2004). Construction professionals urgently need practically applicable knowledge 
about how to improve the performance of the supply chains. That is nevertheless complex and 
challenging, requiring a rare combination of deep, functional expertise and broad, holistic 
thinking (Fawcett & McCarter, 2008). 

Serious games can be useful tools in teaching such aspects of (construction) supply chain 
management. Traditional lecture-based teaching methods assume that students passively 
receive information from a lecturer and internalize it through some form of memorization 
(Michel, Cater, & Varela, 2009), which is insufficient to convey the complexities and multiple 
intertwined factors found in practice. Serious games provide an “ideal alternative method of 
testing … concepts in an environment that resembles realistic work situations” (Al‐Jibouri & 
Mawdesley, 2001). They are frequently defined as “(digital) games that contribute to the 
achievement of a defined purpose other than mere entertainment” (Susi, Johannesson, & 
Backlund, 2007). Serious games offer their users an experience that is planned to be meaningful 
– yet have rarely been used for construction-related supply chain education.  



 

 

Depending on the technology used to design such an experience, two (main) types of serious 
games can be distinguished: low-tech and high-tech games. We use the term low-tech to refer 
to a subset of games in which the simulated environment is represented using analogue methods 
(e.g. board games), whereas we use the term high-tech to refer to games that use digital methods 
(e.g. video games). Both low-tech and high-tech serious games can represent the same 
environment. In order to select one of these two types, researchers, educators and game 
designers need to understand what the relative learning benefits of one type of game over the 
other are. This research seeks to answer that question for the context of construction supply 
chain management by systematically comparing the reflections of players of both low-tech and 
high-tech serious games for that domain.  

 

Theoretical framework 
Universities serve a critical role in disseminating (construction) supply chain management 
knowledge through teaching and scholarship. Delivering supply chain education poses 
extraordinary challenges, but has also “exceptional potential to educate, provoke and inspire 
students” (Brandon-Jones, Piercy, & Slack, 2012). Over the past few decades, there has been a 
significant growth in universities focusing on purchasing and supply management courses. 
With a survey into the dominant teaching approaches, Birou, Lutz, and Zsidisin (2016) revealed 
that undergraduate courses in this domain tend to focus on techniques and skills, while graduate 
courses highlight strategy to a higher degree. Supply management educational programs 
thereby need to respond to changes in the business environment driven by globalization, 
outsourcing and e-business (Ellram & Easton, 1999; Zheng, Knight, Harland, Humby, & James, 
2007). Providing important and relevant supply chain management education is thus a major 
challenge (Bak & Boulocher‐Passet, 2013), especially for hugely fragmented industries such as 
construction (Bankvall, Bygballe, Dubois, & Jahre, 2010).  

The traditional model of lecturing and passive learning has been dominating these educational 
programs. The lecture-based format, complemented with basic problem-solving assignments, 
seems to be a convenient and expeditious way for delivering information to large groups of 
students, but its efficacy is increasingly questioned (Brandon-Jones et al., 2012). This model 
cannot cope with the many intertwined factors found in practice (Peterson, Hartmann, Fruchter, 
& Fischer, 2011), is limited in illustrating complex engineering topics (Deshpande & Huang, 
2009; Rojas & Mukherjee, 2005), and does not actively engage students (Michel et al., 2009). 
This is particularly problematic for an applied field as (construction) supply chain management, 
where the focus moves beyond introducing basic topics towards the application of an 
established body of knowledge in real-life situations. As a response, leading educational 
scientists such as Kolb (1984) have suggested to move towards more applied, student-centered 
teaching methods that actively involve learners through experiential exercises. 

A serious game is such an experiential exercise. Serious games are primarily intended to 
enhance learning of the players through providing a realistic environment in which they can 
deal with situations that are impossible or impractical in the real world for time, cost or safety 
reasons (Hussein, 2015; Mawdesley, Long, Al-jibouri, & Scott, 2011). The theoretical basis for 
serious games can be found in the experiential learning theory, which sees learning as a process 
whereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience (Kolb, 1984; Kolb, 
Boyatzis, & Mainemelis, 2001). This learning-by-doing occurs when a learner is offered a 
meaningful experience with appropriate feedback in a continuous process of goal-directed 
action. Reported benefits of serious games include positive effects on knowledge acquisition, 
motivation and engagement (Bellotti, Kapralos, Lee, Moreno-Ger, & Berta, 2013) and an 
increase in the verisimilitude of the teaching material (Al‐Jibouri & Mawdesley, 2001).  



 

 

Serious games have a long-standing history in both supply chain management and construction 
project management education. Sterman (1989) developed the MIT Beer Game, which 
demonstrates the bullwhip effect and became an inspiration source for many other supply chain 
games for the manufacturing industries. Examples of such serious games include the Lean Leap 
Logistics Game (Holweg & Bicheno, 2002), the Supply Chain Puzzle Game (Fawcett & 
McCarter, 2008) and the Distributor Game (Corsi et al., 2006). Serious games for the 
construction industry have covered topics such as project planning and control (Al‐Jibouri & 
Mawdesley, 2001), competitive bidding (Nassar, 2003) and boundary crossing in design 
projects (Van Amstel, Zerjav, Hartmann, Dewulf, & Van der Voort, 2016). Until recently, 
supply chain management concepts had nevertheless not been incorporated in serious games 
for the construction industry. 

A first attempt to develop and test a serious game specifically for construction supply chain 
management was described by some of the authors of this paper (Van den Berg, Voordijk, 
Adriaanse, & Hartmann, 2017). Their one-player game, called Tower of Infinity, offers to act 
as a main contractor responsible for designing and constructing a high-rise building. The game 
unfolds in a number of simulated weeks in which a player needs to assign her/his available 
crews to Modeling, Ordering, and Assembling tasks to satisfy client requirements and make a 
profit. Since the game uses Lego bricks as primary game materials, we categorize it as a low-
tech variant. With the intention to make supply chain management knowledge experientially 
available to the player, the authors concluded that players can learn about eight different 
strategies to achieve supply chain optimizations – grouped into: (1) coordinating design and 
construction tasks in a coherent manner; (2) taking constructability aspects into account when 
designing; and (3) continuously balancing scope, time, and cost throughout a project.  

The authors acknowledged that the relative learning benefits of serious games like this one have 
nevertheless remained unclear. The low-tech serious game Tower of Infinity had been played 
and tested by 64 construction management students in the context of a master’s level course, 
but it is unclear how their prior construction education influenced their learning perceptions. It 
is also unclear whether the reported learning objectives would also be achieved with a high-
tech variant of the game. Consequentially, little is known about how players reflect on usages 
of either a low-tech or high-tech serious games that cover construction-related supply chain 
concepts.  

 

Research methodology 
The goal of this research is to compare learning benefits of a low-tech and a high-tech serious 
game for construction supply chain management. For the context of this study, the 
aforementioned low-tech serious game Tower of Infinity (Van den Berg et al., 2017) was first 
systematically and step-by-step digitized into a high-tech prototype. This resulted in two 
variants of the same game: a low-tech and a high-tech type (Figure 1). Background information 
about these games is presented in the next section. 

We conducted an exploratory experiment with both low- and high-tech games to study 
differences in players’ perceptions. The experiment took place during a serious gaming 
workshop, which was a part of an Operations Research summer school for PhD candidates. The 
first two authors of the paper led the workshop attended by 43 participants from around the 
globe. After a brief introduction to serious games in general, the participants were randomly 
split into two groups. Group 1 included 21 persons who individually played the low-tech variant 
of the serious game. Group 2, consisting of 22 persons, played the high-tech variant. The two 
(parallel) sessions lasted one hour each. These sessions started with a 15 minute game 



 

 

explanation and ended with filling out questionnaires. Later, a plenary session followed in 
which the authors facilitated a structured group discussion about the two types of games.  

During this serious gaming workshop, we collected data on learning benefits with a post-
assessment survey – the most common assessment method (Bellotti et al., 2013). We assumed 
equivalence through randomization of the participants rather than pre-testing. This has the 
advantage of avoiding the threat to validity referred to as testing, since post-assessment results 
may be influenced by exposure to the same questions in a pre-assessment. Besides background 
information, the survey questions tried to assess learning benefits through a combination of 
recognized assessment methods: (i) game scores (a measure to evaluate whether the player was 
successful in the game), (ii) supply chain optimization strategies deployed (a measure based on 
earlier operationalizations of the learning objectives (Van den Berg et al., 2017)) and (iii) 
personal views (a measure focused on the game’s perceived effectiveness). Most questions 
could be rated on a 5-point Likert scale (e.g. ‘I recognize theoretical supply chain management 
concepts in the game’ could be rated on a scale ranging from ‘strongly disagree’ to ‘strongly 
agree’).  

Data analysis consisted of systematically comparing the data collected from both low-tech and 
high-tech groups. We entered all survey data into a database (Excel sheet). For each relevant 
question, we thereby excluded any missing responses from the two samples (which resulted in 
different degrees of freedom  per question). Assuming that the data are approximately 
normally distributed and have equal variances, we evaluated the learning differences between 
low-tech and high-tech participants with a two-tailed t-test ( 0.05). Based on these 
evaluations, we drew conclusions on the learning benefits that one type of game has over the 
other.  

 

 

Figure 1 Prototypes of the serious game Tower of Infinity for construction-related supply chain education: (a) low-tech 
and (b) high-tech variants 

 

Tower of Infinity: two variants of a construction supply chain management serious game 
The serious games behind our experiment are low-tech and high-tech versions of a serious game 
called Tower of Infinity. Van den Berg et al. (2017) earlier developed a low-tech version of this 
game that uses Lego bricks as the main materials. This game was developed in line with the 
Triadic Game Design approach, which suggests that effective serious games need to balance a 
game concept (play), a value proposal (meaning) and a model of the real world (reality) 
(Harteveld, 2011). A high-tech variant was developed for the context of the present study by 
digitizing the low-tech version. This game is based on jMonkeyEngine 3.1, an open source 
Java-based game engine that comes with an integrated software development kit (Kusterer, 

(a) (b) 



 

 

2013). The high-tech variant can be launched from a browser1 (web start) or as a desktop 
executable. Players interact with the game using mouse and keyboard. 

Both low-tech and high-tech Tower of Infinity variants are one-player games that put the player 
in the role of a main contractor responsible for designing and constructing a high-rise building. 
The serious games challenge players to make profits by delivering a tower according to a set of 
pre-defined client requirements. The two variants are intended to be played in a workshop 
setting, where a facilitator (acting as a client) reveals the requirements and players (each acting 
as a main contractor) then separately work on the project. Requirements relate to the desired 
number and size of the (Lego/digital) bricks and other project constraints: e.g. ‘Minimally 8 
RED studs’, ‘Finish the project within 23 weeks’ and ‘Build as high as possible’ (hence the 
name of the game). The player can assign project tasks to the four multi-skilled crews assigned 
to the fictitious project. The three main – and subsequent – tasks include: 

 Modeling: place a ‘Design’ type of brick on a plane representing a virtual 
representation of the building (BIM); 

 Ordering: purchase a ‘Construct’ type of brick by selecting one of the suppliers’ offers;  
 Assembling: place the (manufactured) ‘Construct’ type of brick on a plane that 

represents the construction site (at the same position as the corresponding design 
brick). 

In the high-tech version, the in-game actions (task executions) are automatically visualized in 
real-time at specified locations (Figure 2), while in low-tech version relevant calculations and 
updates are performed by players. Such, in the high-tech version, the first letter of the action is 
displayed in the project schedule in the color of the relevant brick. For example, when a player 
purchases (Orders) a red 4x2 sized brick with a lead-time of 5 weeks, a red ‘O’ appears in the 
schedule and the brick shows up at stage 5 of the conveyor belt (indicating 5 weeks to finish). 
When a week passes, the brick automatically moves to the next stage: in this example to stage 
4 (indicating 4 weeks to finish). Delays may nevertheless randomly occur and affect the 
manufacturing times (yet can also be made undone at a certain cost). Productivity rates differ 
per type of action and per color brick. Bricks that are completely manufactured can be stored 
on site, yet need to be stored elsewhere (at a certain cost) with a lack of space. Ultimately, the 
game ends when the building matches completely with its design – at which point the player 
receives a notification of the profit/loss achieved. 

 

 

                                                 
1 A prototypical playable version is available online at: mcvandenberg.com/game 



 

 

 

Figure 2 Overview of the high-tech version of the serious game Tower of Infinity, with: (a) a schedule with four crews 
available each week, (b) tasks these crews can be assigned to, (c) a Building Information Model (BIM) on which a design 
is created through Modeling, (d) a conveyor belt used by suppliers for manufacturing any Ordered bricks, (e) an 
optional external storage facility and (f) a construction site on which completed bricks are Assembled into a building 

 

Results of an exploratory experiment 
The results of the exploratory – low-tech versus high-tech – experiment are grouped into 
findings about game scores, supply chain optimizations and personal views. Background 
information of the 43 participants and their prior game experiences and (construction) supply 
chain management knowledge is first presented in Table 1. All participants were PhD 
candidates attending an Operations Research summer school and, as such, had similar 
educational levels and ages. There is no evidence that the two groups were different in terms of 
their preferences for playing board or video games, their knowledge about construction 
processes, supply chain management or construction-related supply chain management (| |
/ ).  

 

Table 1 – Findings: background information rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree), 
with average ages of 27.5 (low-tech) and 26.5 years (high-tech) 

 low-tech high-tech  

 mean variance n mean variance n t

I like playing low-tech (board) games 4.00 0.90 21 3.83 0.50 18 0.61

I like playing high-tech (digital) games 3.60 1.20 20 3.23 1.23 22 1.09

I have good knowledge about construction processes 2.14 0.73 21 1.82 0.73 22 1.25

I have good knowledge about supply chain management 3.52 1.06 21 3.27 1.06 22 0.80

I have good knowledge about construction supply chain 
management 

2.33 0.73 21 2.27 0.87 22 0.22

 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(f) 

(e) 



 

 

Game scores 

The results of the two sessions in terms of the participants’ game scores are shown in Table 2. 
Game scores refer to classical project management aspects: scope, time and budget. First, we 
found that 12 players (out of 21) finished the low-tech game and 7 (out of 22) the high-tech 
version. Their scores consequently represent either the ‘final’ game status (for those who 
completed it) or the ‘intermediate’ score (for those who did not complete it yet). The scope is 
operationalized as the height of the constructed tower (measured as the number of layers of 
bricks). Time is operationalized as the number of weeks the project was ongoing (so far). The 
total budget (expenses) is split in labor costs, material costs, storage rent and fees to solve 
delivery delays. Since the income of players was fixed at L$ 135, only projects with less than 
that amount of total expenses would make a profit. For all the variables identified, a two-tailed 
t-test was conducted. There were no significant differences found between the low-tech and 
high-tech groups (| | / ).  

 

Table 2 – Findings: game scores, with the number of players that completely ‘finished’ the game being 12 (low-tech) 
and 7 (high-tech) 

 low-tech high-tech  

 mean variance n mean variance n t

Scope: height (including ground floor) 3.75 1.00 16 3,10 1.25 20 1,81

Time: number of weeks 22.23 14.73 13 20,42 66.37 19 0,74

Budget: total (L$) 140.14 474.44 14 156,33 2562.81 15 -1.10

- labor costs (L$) 70.59 679.26 17 92,20 492.20 5 -1,68

- material costs (L$) 38.47 47.14 17 43,25 72.25 4 -1,20

- renting temporary storage (L$) 13.57 570.88 14 6,25 156.25 4 0,58

- solving delays in deliveries (L$) 2.25 18.20 12 4,50 51.00 4 -0,78

 

Supply chain optimizations 

The results of the strategies to achieve supply chain optimizations are shown in Table 3. Eight 
strategies (or learning goals) to reduce waste and/or improve efficiency had been identified in 
an earlier study by Van den Berg et al. (2017). Using a 5-point Likert scale, players of the low-
tech and high-tech serious games answered whether they had applied these strategies. 
Affirmative answers (with higher ratings) thereby suggest that players were aware of the in-
game learning goal. We found, among others, that the strategy ‘recognizing construction 
sequences’ scored rather high for both the low-tech ( 3.89; 0.99) and high-tech 
group ( 3.57; 0.99), suggesting that players adapted their designs to an efficient 
assembly sequence. For the optimization strategy ‘making trade-offs in response to 
manufacturing delays’, our two-tailed t-test revealed a significant difference between the low-
tech group ( 2.72; 	 1.39) and the high-tech group ( 3.59; 1.21); 
2.41; 0.021. No significant differences were found for the other optimization strategies 

(| | / ).  

  



 

 

 

Table 3 – Findings: supply chain optimizations rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree) 
 low-tech high-tech  

 mean variance n mean variance n t

I used a systems perspective to focus on the entire supply 
chain 3.80 0.91 20 3.19 0.96 21 2.02

I tried to achieve a lean process and/or Just-In-Time 
deliveries 3.60 1.09 20 3.09 1.23 22 1.53

I recognized construction sequences 3.89 0.99 19 3.57 1.26 21 0.96

I adapted my strategy based on product lead-times and 
assembling rates 3.90 0.52 20 3.52

1.06 
21 1.35

I based my design on the availability of materials and 
construction site characteristics 3.75 0.83 20 3.36

1.29 
22 1.21

I made systematic trade-offs to fulfill client requirements 3.45 0.68 20 3.36 0.81 22 0.32

I balanced time and cost when ordering construction 
materials 3.25 1.46 20 3.55

1.02 
22 -0.86

I made trade-offs in response to manufacturing delays 2.72 1.39 18 3.59 1.21 22 -2.41

 

Personal views 

The results of participants’ personal views about their (low-tech and high-tech) game 
experience is shown in Table 4 and Table 5. These views were linked to the three themes that 
are critically important in any serious game: play, meaning and reality (Harteveld, 2011). The 
respondents’ agreements with statements related to these themes was measured with a 5-point 
Likert scale. Our two-tailed t-test did not reveal any significant differences between the two 
groups (| | / ). Three other questions invited the respondents to speculate whether they 
thought the version of the game that they did not play would be less (lower ratings) or more 
(higher ratings) fun, educative or realistic. Again, we conducted two-tailed t-tests for these 
variables. For the educative (meaning) theme, we found no significant differences between the 
two groups (| | / ). For the fun (play) theme, a significant difference was nevertheless 
found between the low-tech ( 3.15; 0.56) and high-tech players ( 3.67;
0.43); 2.36; 0.023. A significant difference was also observed for the realistic 
(reality) theme between the low-tech ( 3.55; 0.47) and high-tech group (
2.81; 0.76); 3.01; 0.005. 

 

Table 4 – Findings: personal views rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1=strongly disagree to 5=strongly agree) 
 low-tech high-tech  

 mean variance n mean variance n t

I had fun playing the game 3.48 0.96 21 3.45 1.59 22 0.06

I found the game educative with respect to construction 
supply chain management 

3.85 0.66 20 3.95 0.90 22 -0.38

I recognize theoretical supply chain management concepts 
in the game 

4.10 0.52 20 3.95 0.90 22 0.56

I think the game represents construction supply chain 
management issues realistically 

3.85 0.45 20 3.86 0.50 22 -0.06

 

  



 

 

 

Table 5 – Findings: personal views rated on a 5-point Likert scale (1=much less to 5=much more) 
 low-tech high-tech  

 mean variance n mean variance n t

I expect that the other version of this game (i.e. low-tech or 
high-tech) is … fun 

3.15 0.56 20 3.67 0.43 21 -2.36

I expect that the other version of this game (i.e. low-tech or 
high-tech) is … educative 

3.10 0.41 20 3.05 0.65 21 0.23

I expect that the other version of this game (i.e. low-tech or 
high-tech) is …  realistic 

3.55 0.47 20 2.81 0.76 21 3.01

 

Discussion 
This paper compared the relative learning benefits of serious games for construction supply 
chain management. Based on an (existing) low-tech serious game called Tower of Infinity, a 
(new) high-tech prototype was developed within the context of this study. Both types of (one-
player) games aim to make construction supply chain management knowledge experientially 
available to their players. They do that by challenging players to maximize profit in a project 
that concerns the design and construction of a high-rise building. As such, these games are one 
of the first to incorporate supply chain management knowledge specifically for the construction 
industry. Documented evidence of how these types of games can enhance education had still 
been limited to several game workshops with a low-tech variant. This paper took a next step 
with comparing the learning benefits of low-tech and high-tech serious games relative to each 
other.  

First, this paper contributes with the development of a high-tech serious game for construction 
supply chain management. The original, low-tech, serious game Tower of Infinity was 
systematically developed through analyzing three Triadic Game Design themes (Harteveld, 
2011). These were also considered throughout the process of digitizing that game. As an 
example, play-tests with fellow researchers suggested that the initial poor usability (play) could 
be improved by adding a tutorial to the game. The resulting game design is a digitized variant 
of the Lego-based game. We have here presented an overview of this serious game and its game 
mechanics. The novel game provides new opportunities to acquire construction-related supply 
chain management knowledge.  

Second, this paper contributes with insights regarding the relative benefits of low-tech and high-
tech serious games for construction-related supply chain education. We conducted two-tailed t-
tests for the surveyed variables to compare the learning benefits of one type of game over the 
other. For most of the variables, no evidence was found of differences in learning benefits. This 
may be explained by the fact the high-tech game is a 'direct digitization' of the low-tech variant, 
without many differences in appearance elements, complexity of interactions, special effects, 
etc. For a few variables, statistically significant differences were found. More high-tech than 
low-tech game players agreed that they made ‘trade-offs in response to manufacturing delays’. 
Such delays occur randomly and force the player to choose between ‘waiting longer’ (accepting 
the delay) or ‘solving the issue’ (cancelling the delay at a cost). The differences between the 
two groups may be explained due to the fact that low-tech game players sometimes forgot that 
they could cancel a delay (as was also evidenced from additional comments on the survey 
forms), while the high-tech game prompts that option with a kind of pop-up screen. Other 
differences relate to personal views. More high-tech than low-tech game players expect that the 
alternative version of the game would be more fun than the version they played. On the other 
hand, we found that more low-tech than high-tech players expect the other version of the serious 
game to be more realistic than their version. While the latter finding is consistent with the 



 

 

common perception that ‘high-tech’ means ‘more realistic’ (Meijer, 2015), we can only 
speculate about the other difference. 

Third, the paper contributes with a better understanding on how both low-tech and high-tech 
serious games may enhance (construction) supply chain education. Our analysis of post-
assessment questionnaires revealed, among others, that players (from both groups) found the 
games ‘fun’ and that they recognized theoretical supply management lessons. The game scores 
revealed, however, that less players in the high-tech game group finished their game. Only few 
could (therefore) break down the amount of fictitious in-game money they spent into 
subcategories, since the prototypical game only displays that after completion. Education can 
also be enriched with enabling participants to actually try and experiment with strategies to 
optimize the performance of (construction) supply chains. For example, we found evidence for 
‘recognizing construction sequences’ and ‘considering lead-times and assembly rates’. These 
findings further support and strengthen the conclusions of the earlier low-tech game study (Van 
den Berg et al., 2017). 

 

Conclusion 
Based on the results presented in this study, we conclude that the learning benefits of low-tech 
and high-tech serious games for construction supply chain management are comparable. Within 
the context of this study, a high-tech variant of the low-tech serious game Tower of Infinity was 
developed. Both variants were then played by two groups of (in total) 43 PhD candidates in an 
experimental setting. We used a post-assessment survey to capture game scores, supply chain 
optimization strategies and personal views. Variables within these categories were then 
systematically analyzed using two-tailed t-tests. From this, we conclude that learning benefits 
(only) differ for people playing such a low-tech or high-tech game in ‘making trade-offs in 
response to manufacturing delays’ (favoring the high-tech game players). We also conclude 
that high-tech game players expect low-tech games to be more ‘fun’ and that low-tech game 
players expect high-tech games to be more ‘realistic’. No other differences were found between 
low-tech and high-tech serious game usages, from which we suggest that the game mechanics 
led to similar responses rather than the game technologies deployed. More experimental 
research with people from different backgrounds can further strengthen these conclusions. We 
hope that our insights on the relative learning benefits of low-tech and high-tech serious games 
for construction supply chain management help other researchers, educators and game 
designers in selecting the most appropriate serious game technologies for their needs. 
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